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OutlineOutline

1.1.ObjectivesObjectives
2.2.Exchange rate coordination arrangements: Exchange rate coordination arrangements: 

Europe in the 1970s and Asia in the 2000sEurope in the 1970s and Asia in the 2000s
3.3.Next stages: Two strands:Next stages: Two strands:

Exchange rate coordination arrangementsExchange rate coordination arrangements
A common exchange rate mechanism, single A common exchange rate mechanism, single 
currencycurrency

4.4.ConclusionsConclusions
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2. Exchange rate coordination arrangements: 2. Exchange rate coordination arrangements: 
Europe in the 1970s and Asia in the 2000sEurope in the 1970s and Asia in the 2000s

Similarities:Similarities:
–– signal will to initiate confidence building, closer signal will to initiate confidence building, closer 

dialogue and surveillance dialogue and surveillance 
–– set up of mechanisms requiring the involvement set up of mechanisms requiring the involvement 

of national economic authorities at regional levelof national economic authorities at regional level. . 
Differences:Differences:
–– Bilateral swap arrangements in Asia. Bilateral swap arrangements in Asia. 
–– multilateral in Europe.multilateral in Europe.
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3.1. Exchange rate coordination arrangements: 3.1. Exchange rate coordination arrangements: 
Europe since the 1970s and Asia beyond the 2000sEurope since the 1970s and Asia beyond the 2000s

Similarities:Similarities:
–– multilateral arrangements, mechanisms requiring the multilateral arrangements, mechanisms requiring the 

involvement of national economic authorities at regional involvement of national economic authorities at regional 
levellevel. . 

Short Term Monetary Facilities, then  the European Monetary Short Term Monetary Facilities, then  the European Monetary 
Cooperation Fund, in Europea; Cooperation Fund, in Europea; 
proposal of Selfproposal of Self--Managed Reserve Pooling in East Asia under Managed Reserve Pooling in East Asia under 
the CMI the CMI Differences:Differences:

Differences:Differences:
–– In Europe, structure, with a clear political mandate, to carry In Europe, structure, with a clear political mandate, to carry 

the political weight to implement enhanced peer review and the political weight to implement enhanced peer review and 
““due diligencedue diligence”” processes (ECOFIN, EFC).processes (ECOFIN, EFC).

–– In Asia, two mechanisms (In Asia, two mechanisms (““Economic Review and Policy Economic Review and Policy 
DialogueDialogue”” at the level of ASEAN+3 Ministers of finance and at the level of ASEAN+3 Ministers of finance and 
the EMEAP at the level of central bank governors. Merger?the EMEAP at the level of central bank governors. Merger?
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3.2. YES basket and the EMS 3.2. YES basket and the EMS 
Different initial objectivesDifferent initial objectives
Similarities:Similarities:
–– anchor for surveillanceanchor for surveillance

Differences:Differences:
–– Basket of domestic currencies In Europe (internal Basket of domestic currencies In Europe (internal 

marketmarket--led growth model), led growth model), 
–– Basket of main trading partnersBasket of main trading partners’’ currencies in currencies in 

Asia (exportAsia (export--led growth model) . Sustainableled growth model) . Sustainable??
Integrating? Intermediate step?Integrating? Intermediate step?
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3.2. EMU and an Asian 3.2. EMU and an Asian 
single currency? single currency? 

Similarities:Similarities:
–– Trade, FDI integration Trade, FDI integration 
Differences:Differences:
–– Diversity of economic development stagesDiversity of economic development stages
–– Regional financial integration (Europe) Regional financial integration (Europe) 

Global financial integration (Asia)Global financial integration (Asia)
–– Political differencesPolitical differences
–– Readiness to forego some sovereignty? A Readiness to forego some sovereignty? A 

looser grouping?looser grouping?
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ConclusionsConclusions

Despite differences, some relevant issues:Despite differences, some relevant issues:
–– Mutual real surveillance and peer pressure Mutual real surveillance and peer pressure 

are key;are key;
–– Mutual surveillance works and is effective Mutual surveillance works and is effective 

where it is:where it is:
backed by clear procedures,backed by clear procedures,
carried out by independent regional carried out by independent regional 
institutions. institutions. 
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